Are you sitting

Take a closer look and contact us

Elevate the user comfort, convenience, performance and style of your seating
designs with engineered access hardware from Southco that seemlessly integrates
into your technologies. As a leading global player in engineered access solutions,
Southco is leveraging its experience and expertise honed within the automotive,
aerospace, bus and rail industries into seating applications.

Visit www.southco.com/seating to view an animated tour through our seating
application solutions.

comfortably?

to experience the Southco difference!

Thinking outside the box?
That’s good. So do we. Southco touch point and
positioning control solutions ensure a positive first
impression. Solutions that will add safety and comfort
to your individual designs.

Thinking global?
We are there for you around the world, around the clock.
With over 3000 employees, 15 global manufacturing
locations, 20 facilities and a worldwide distribution
network - our expertise is where you want it.

Thinking innovatively?
So are we. Southco thinks of the future today. In a true
business partnership, we can help create the real
product innovations that put you ahead of the
competition. Real innovation, real solutions.

Or simply contact us at:
European Customer and Technical Support Centre
Touch Point · Wainwright Road · Warndon · Worcester · WR4 9FA · UK
Tel: (44) 0 1905 346722 · www.southco.com · awakeley@southco.com

Are you sitting COMFORTABLY?

Proven touch points

for enhancing your seating environment

Touch point solutions ensure a positive first impression while providing
optimum comfort, safety and intuitive operation. Southco solutions include:
Position control devices that consistently hold display screens, armrests,
headrests and drop-down tables.
Quarter-turn fasteners that offer convenient access to hidden mechanical
and electronic systems within the seat.
Southco offers solutions for a range of seating applications including:
Headrests
Armrests
Coat hooks

Hidden electrical boxes
LCD screens
Drop-down tables

Headrests

Hidden electrical boxes

Southco´s headrest capabilities include off-the-shelf
constant torque hinges through to custom designed
headrest solutions with fully integrated constant
torque hinges.

Southco provides a complete range of solutions for
under-seat electrical boxes, from quarter-turn fasteners
to cable ties and bushings.

Armrests

LCD Screens

Counter-balanced torque hinges provide infinitely
variable position control with the addition of assisted
motion in a single direction.

Constant torque hinges provide
infinitely variable position control of
LCD screens.

Coat hooks

Drop-down tables

A stylish coat hook designed to balance aesthetics with
functionality. The push-push mechanism provides a
“spring-out” coat hook, which sits flush to the surface
when not in use.

The use of constant torque hinges in drop-down and folding
tables help make them feel more substantial without
adding weight, while also improving the quality of motion
and providing increased levels of passenger safety.

First class

Economy class

